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The Emmy Award-winning hairstylist for The Oprah Winfrey Show shares his secrets on what a
woman will get the very best cut, color, curl, texture, and style to improve her own natural splendor.
250,000 first printing.
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Great Information for Hair Care "Andre Talks Locks" is an excellent resource for hair care. When
you have been learning and doing your locks for a long time, this is not really for you personally.
From there, he gradually and "talks" good hair treatment from an ideal cut, to using chemicals to
looking after gray hair (my issue), to dealing with hair that as been broken,and of course, a chapter
discussing how exactly to take your locks into your personal hands and doing the job yourself
(which is where I am at this time). Yes, he does do a great job on coloring one's locks. All the books
since Andre's are building on the fundamentals in this publication. Every lady, irrespective of her
ethnicity, will find her hair in this book. Thank you, Andre (and Wanakee)! Oh yes, the foreword by
Oprah Winfrey is a good stamp of authorization!Andre Talks Hair! This book changed my entire life I
almost missed this publication because We thought it was primarily for African-American women. I
purchased this copy to give to a friend, and I'm sure she'll be thrilled just as much as I am. Such a
relief to learn I wasn't crazy - and a gift to get specific recommendations about how I could work
with it successfully. I don't mind having it in my collection, but there actually wasn't any ground-
breaking info in it. I discovered that the years of longing for my hair to look a certain way were
wasted - because I'll do not have that look with out a lot of function every single day. Such a
waste. When i got eventually to the middle of the book, I just wear it the shelf. Andre writes with a
flair and brings hair alive. Great tips for each hair type Andre Talks Hair offers given me many tips
for managing my locks. It's the first book I bought. Not informative needlessly to say This book was
somewhat boring. He didnt get into details as I expected. Liked learning about a topic I knew small
about. Hear Hair Pictures native and informative. It's okay. 4 girls like me I will suggest the Science
of Dark Hair or Curly like Me. This is a great book back in the 90's but the only real valuable thing
you escape it is: Type 1A=Direct Type 1B= Direct Coarse Type 2=Wavy Type 3=Curly Type
3c=Tight Curly Type 4a=Kinky Curly (Described) Type 4b=Kinky Curly (Undefined) Each one of
these hair types are a bit different and also have to become treated differently when it comes to
wash, color, lower and pretty much what it could do. And, should you have wiry or curly hair, this
book is a Need to> it gave me some information on my hair . the purchase price was good. It was
the same information you might hear anywhere else, if not just common knowledge... Simply
Starting Your Self-Treatment Hair Care Journey? I wanted to grow my locks out and I needed it to
be healthy. If you do what they state, you won't be disappointed.. this book is okay. FOCUS ON the
Grandfather of most Hair Care Books I bought this publication when it first came out and I was just
starting on my organic hair trip. That was when hardly any Black women were wearing chemical
free hair styles. My wish is that he upgrade the book, especially since the release of his Andre
Walker Hair products and due to the period since publication. This book is for each and every hair
type - not only that traditionally associated with Black women. It offers basic, good information for
every locks type. You can't fail with this book. Nevertheless, as you progress on your hair journey,
and it is now twenty years later, there are plenty of other books and opportunities to learn about
looking after every locks type, but especially #4s. Andre starts his discussion with two "become
familiar with your hair" chapters. In case you are just starting on your hair journey, this is an
excellent foundations book. It isn't an "ethnic" haircare publication. I know Andre is an excellent stylist,
but please purchase newer books that can offer you more information than simply locks typing.
Bought this back 1997 and I still own it.com), We learned how to care for my very fragile and
incredibly dry Type 4 locks. the price was good. Together with the great tips from previous model,
Wanakee (discover hairoil. I purchased it because I was transitioning from a short organic to a
relaxer. it gave me some information on my hair type. An excellent read and a great price.
Outdated! Please do NOT purchase this book. Three Stars doesn't concentrate on natural hair care
Not the best information I have to buy into the negative reviews, unfortunately. Helped me figure out



how to care for my hair Invaluable advice. For Type 3 & It wasn't what I expected. Both great
books with a lot more scientific information!
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